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QUESTION 84 What is the main purpose in notifying data subjects of 

a data breach? 

A. To avoid financial penalties and legal liability 

B. To enable regulators to understand trends and developments that may shape the law 

C. To ensure organizations have accountability for the sufficiency of their security measures 

D. To allow individuals to take any actions required to protect themselves from possible consequences 

Correct Answer: C 

QUESTION 85 

Under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which situation would be LEAST likely to require a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA)? 

A. A health clinic processing its patients’ genetic and health data 

B. The use of a camera system to monitor driving behavior on highways 

C. A Human Resources department using a tool to monitor its employees’ internet activity 

D. An online magazine using a mailing list to send a generic daily digest to marketing emails 

Correct Answer: D 

QUESTION 86 

Under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), when would a data subject have the right to require the erasure of his or her data without undue delay? 

A. When the data subject is a public authority 

B. When the erasure is in the public interest 

C. When the processing is carried out by automated means 

D. When the data is no longer necessary for its original purpose 

Correct Answer: A 



 

 

 

Reference: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/individual-rights/right-to-erasure/ 

QUESTION 87 

Under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which of the following situations would LEAST likely require a controller to notify a data subject? 

A. An encrypted USB key with sensitive personal data is stolen 

B. A direct marketing email is sent with recipients visible in the ‘cc’ field 

C. Personal data of a group of individuals is erroneously sent to the wrong mailing list 

D. A hacker publishes usernames, phone numbers and purchase history online after a cyber-attack 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

 

QUESTION 88 SCENARIO Please use the following 

to answer the next question: 

Penny has recently joined Ace Space, a company that sells homeware accessories online, as its new privacy officer. The company is based in California but thanks to some great publicity from a social media influencer last year, the company 

has received an influx of sales from the EU and has set up a regional office in Ireland to support this expansion. To become familiar with Ace Space’s practices and assess what her privacy priorities will be, Penny has set up meetings with a 
number of colleagues to hear about the work that they have been doing and their compliance efforts. 

Penny’s colleague in Marketing is excited by the new sales and the company’s plans, but is also concerned that Penny may curtail some of the growth opportunities he has planned. He tells her “I heard someone in the breakroom talking 
about some new privacy laws but I really don’t think it affects us. We’re just a small company. I mean we just sell accessories online, so what’s the real risk?” He has also told her that he works with a number of small companies that help him 
get projects completed in a hurry. “We’ve got to meet our deadlines otherwise we lose money. I just sign the contracts and get Jim in finance to push through the payment. Reviewing the contracts takes time that we just don’t have.” 

In her meeting with a member of the IT team, Penny has learned that although Ace Space has taken a number of precautions to protect its website from malicious activity, it has not taken the same level of care of its physical files or internal 

infrastructure. Penny’s colleague in IT has told her that a former employee lost an encrypted USB key with financial data on it when he left. The company nearly lost access to their customer database last year after they fell victim to a 
phishing attack. Penny is told by her IT colleague that the IT team “didn’t know what to do or who should do what. We hadn’t been trained on it but we’re a small team though, so it worked out OK in the end.” Penny is concerned that these 

issues will compromise Ace Space’s privacy and data protection. 

Penny is aware that the company has solid plans to grow its international sales and will be working closely with the CEO to give the organization a data “shake up”. Her mission is to cultivate a strong privacy culture within the company. 

Penny has a meeting with Ace Space’s CEO today and has been asked to give her first impressions and an overview of her next steps. 

To establish the current baseline of Ace Space’s privacy maturity, Penny should consider all of the following factors EXCEPT? 

A. Ace Space’s documented procedures 

B. Ace Space’s employee training program 

C. Ace Space’s vendor engagement protocols 

D. Ace Space’s content sharing practices on social media 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

 

QUESTION 89 SCENARIO Please use the following 

to answer the next question: 

Penny has recently joined Ace Space, a company that sells homeware accessories online, as its new privacy officer. The company is based in California but thanks to some great publicity from a social media influencer last year, the company 

has received an influx of sales from the EU and has set up a regional office in Ireland to support this expansion. To become familiar with Ace Space’s practices and assess what her privacy priorities will be, Penny has set up meetings with a 
number of colleagues to hear about the work that they have been doing and their compliance efforts. 



Penny’s colleague in Marketing is excited by the new sales and the company’s plans, but is also concerned that Penny may curtail some of the growth opportunities he has planned. He tells her “I heard someone in the breakroom talking 
about some new privacy laws but I really don’t think it affects us. We’re just a small company. I mean we just sell accessories online, so what’s the real risk?” He has also told her that he works with a number of small companies that help him 
get projects completed in a hurry. “We’ve got to meet our deadlines otherwise we lose money. I just sign the contracts and get Jim in finance to push through the payment. Reviewing the contracts takes time that we just don’t have.” 

In her meeting with a member of the IT team, Penny has learned that although Ace Space has taken a number of precautions to protect its website from malicious activity, it has not taken the same level of care of its physical files or internal 
infrastructure. Penny’s colleague in IT has told her that a former employee lost an encrypted USB key with financial data on it when he left. The company nearly lost access to their customer database last year after they fell victim to a 
phishing attack. Penny is told by her IT colleague that the IT team “didn’t know what to do or who should do what. We hadn’t been trained on it but we’re a small team though, so it worked out OK in the end.” Penny is concerned that these 

issues will compromise Ace Space’s privacy and data protection. 

Penny is aware that the company has solid plans to grow its international sales and will be working closely with the CEO to give the organization a data “shake up”. Her mission is to cultivate a strong privacy culture within the company. 

Penny has a meeting with Ace Space’s CEO today and has been asked to give her first impressions and an overview of her next steps. 

What is the best way for Penny to understand the location, classification and processing purpose of the personal data Ace Space has? 

A. Analyze the data inventory to map data flows 

B. Audit all vendors’ privacy practices and safeguards 

C. Conduct a Privacy Impact Assessment for the company 

D. Review all cloud contracts to identify the location of data servers used 

Correct Answer: B 

Section: (none) 
 

 

QUESTION 90 SCENARIO Please use the following 

to answer the next question: 

Penny has recently joined Ace Space, a company that sells homeware accessories online, as its new privacy officer. The company is based in California but thanks to some great publicity from a social media influencer last year, the company 

has received an influx of sales from the EU and has set up a regional office in Ireland to support this expansion. To become familiar with Ace Space’s practices and assess what her privacy priorities will be, Penny has set up meetings with a 

number of colleagues to hear about the work that they have been doing and their compliance efforts. 

Penny’s colleague in Marketing is excited by the new sales and the company’s plans, but is also concerned that Penny may curtail some of the growth opportunities he has planned. He tells her “I heard someone in the breakroom talking 
about some new privacy laws but I really don’t think it affects us. We’re just a small company. I mean we just sell accessories online, so what’s the real risk?” He has also told her that he works with a number of small companies that help him 
get projects completed in a hurry. “We’ve got to meet our deadlines otherwise we lose money. I just sign the contracts and get Jim in finance to push through the payment. Reviewing the contracts takes time that we just don’t have.” 

In her meeting with a member of the IT team, Penny has learned that although Ace Space has taken a number of precautions to protect its website from malicious activity, it has not taken the same level of care of its physical files or internal 

infrastructure. Penny’s colleague in IT has told her that a former employee lost an encrypted USB key with financial data on it when he left. The company nearly lost access to their customer database last year after they fell victim to a 
phishing attack. Penny is told by her IT colleague that the IT team “didn’t know what to do or who should do what. We hadn’t been trained on it but we’re a small team though, so it worked out OK in the end.” Penny is concerned that these 

issues will compromise Ace Space’s privacy and data protection. 

Penny is aware that the company has solid plans to grow its international sales and will be working closely with the CEO to give the organization a data “shake up”. Her mission is to cultivate a strong privacy culture within the company. 

Penny has a meeting with Ace Space’s CEO today and has been asked to give her first impressions and an overview of her next steps. 

What information will be LEAST crucial from a privacy perspective in Penny’s review of vendor contracts? 

A. Audit rights 

B. Liability for a data breach 

C. Pricing for data security protections 

D. The data a vendor will have access to 

Correct Answer: C 
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